
You do not handle any money as candles are
purchased direct from the stand with everyone
using their phone to make payment. It is a
simple honesty system.

Each month we update your team with how
many candles have been sold, and how much
food for vulnerable people the stand has
funded.

 Your staff enjoy a $5.10 discount per candle.

Your employees and clients will think it is
fantastic you are making it easy for them to
feed disadvantaged people. We all buy gifts
and want to help anyone who is struggling to
pay for food they need.

Please accept our display
stand in your waiting room.

Help us feed thousands of vulnerable people
every month without asking anyone for a donation
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Kenshi Life Changing Candles is the story of a 14 year old boy from Melbourne who
wanted to change the world. Liam started a Social Enterprise and created a “perfect”
candle of the highest possible quality.

Every candle funds a huge 3kg of pasta (6 packs!) for Foodbank which is the equivalent
of 12 meals! Since 2019, every candle has been hand poured in Melbourne by refugees
from Myanmar providing desperately needed income.
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Kenshi Life Changing Candles
 

Phone: 1300 143 358  
Email: kenshi@kenshicandles.com



I created Kenshi Life Changing Candles as a
Social Enterprise to make it easy for any
person, club, school, charity or business to raise
money through the sale of a beautiful, popular
item.

As a young person growing up in a wealthy city
like Melbourne, I found most people honestly
want to help others, but the hectic demands of
life can make it hard for people to give back
regularly. 

I realised that my candles could help the most
amount people if they were of the very highest
quality. Everything relies on people buying the
candles again and again so that huge amounts
of money can be raised. 

Creating a “perfect” candle took me 3 months
of research and testing. My promise to you is a
Kenshi candle will always be hand-poured and
contain the highest grade natural soy wax and
essential oils along with cotton wicks. The
aroma lasts to the very last minute because we
add an average of 9% of essential oils to our
wax which is roughly double the big brands.

I hope you feel great knowing you have funded
12 meals for people in our community doing it
tough.

Please help us find more places to display
these inspiring candles. The display stands
are perfectly suited to be placed in

        a)   any waiting room
        b)   offices of larger companies
        c)   school staff rooms
        d)   gyms and cafes

After 4 years and over 30,000 candles sold, Kenshi
has helped raise over two hundred thousand
dollars for many different causes. 

As the demand grew Liam struggled to keep up
with production. In 2019, Liam was introduced to
the Chin refugee community from Myanmar who
live in St Albans. Since then the Chins have been a
fantastic partner to Liam and hand pour all the
candles. This creates much needed income for this
community to support family and friends still living
under harsh military regime.

A Message from Liam

The first ever “Kenshi pour” in the family kitchen 
when Liam had just turned 15


